
No Reason to Fear: Examining
the Logic of a Critic
Rick Wade uses the faulty arguments in Sam Harris’ book Letter
to a Christian Nation to show why Christians don’t have to be
afraid of the new atheists’ assault on our faith.

Getting Started
Sometimes we Christians shy away from books which attack our
beliefs because we’re afraid we can’t answer the objections.
That’s understandable. Often the authors of such books carry
impressive credentials. It’s easy to feel intimidated.

Another response which is the opposite of fearful
avoidance is haughty dismissal. Sometimes we act as
if our position is so obviously true that others
can be dismissed as downright stupid and hardly
worth  bothering  with.  Even  if  the  opponents’
arguments  are  bad,  that’s  no  reason  to  adopt  an  arrogant
attitude. It’s especially bad when the dismissive Christian
hasn’t even bothered to read the book!

A better response, I think, is to use such occasions to grow
in understanding and to exercise one’s apologetic “muscles” by
working at answering the challenges posed. So, for example,
when a doctrine is challenged, by studying the subject, we
grow in our knowledge of Christian beliefs and (here’s the
uncomfortable  part)  we  are  sometimes  corrected  in  our
understanding. Another advantage is preparation for real face-
to-face encounters with critics. Responding to arguments in a
book means there isn’t the pressure of a person staring at
you, waiting for an answer (and fully expecting one; critics
do have such a high view of us!).

In this article I’m going to use Sam Harris’s book Letter to a
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Christian Nation to give some suggestions about what to look
for in such books.{1} I won’t try to address every challenge.
Others have given more extensive responses.{2}

I titled this essay “No Reason to Fear” for a good reason. The
challenges of critics throughout the ages have not been able
to prove Christianity false, and those of modern day critics
won’t  either.  Most  of  their  arguments  have  already  been
answered. When we brace ourselves and start reading a critic’s
book, we often find that the arguments don’t pack that great a
punch after all, much like the neighborhood bully who the
other boys are afraid of but really have no reason to be.

Of course, we can’t always answer seemingly good objections,
and  certainly  can’t  answer  them  all  to  the  atheist’s
satisfaction. I’ll go further than that. I don’t think we have
to answer every objection. There will always be objections.
But it’s as intellectually wrong to drop one’s convictions
because of a few unanswered criticisms as it is to hold to
such convictions for no reason at all. Atheists obviously
don’t abandon their beliefs so easily, and they shouldn’t
expect us to either.

Fallacious Arguments
If we’re going to engage books like Letter to a Christian
Nation responsibly, we have to be ready to hear some good
criticisms of our beliefs or actions. We have to accept the
fact that there are some hard things to deal with in our
beliefs, especially the problem of evil. We need to admit our
inability to give satisfying answers to all objections if
we’re going to expect that kind of openness from critics.
Also, it is often Christians who come under attack rather than
Christianity. Harris spends a lot of time here. Christians
have done some bad things, and they need to be acknowledged.

More to the point for this article, Christians can sometimes



give bad arguments for what they believe. I’m not suggesting
that we have to bow to all the demands of skeptics; there are
several theories of the proper use of evidences and logical
arguments and personal experience, and some formulations are
unreasonable. It is to say, however, that we must use good
reasoning when we make a case.

The problem with using poor reasoning is that it undermines
one’s case. That’s what we find in Harris’s book, and that
will be our focus here. When we read a case for a particular
belief,  we  should  keep  a  lookout  for  such  things  as
questionable  assumptions,  logical  fallacies,  and  incorrect
facts. Harris’s book is plagued with fallacious arguments, a
surprising turn since he presents his side as being that of
reason. So I’m going to spend most of my time on those and
mention the other things when appropriate.

Don’t  let  the  term  “logical  fallacies”  put  you  off,  like
they’re  things  only  specialists  can  understand.  It’s  just
another name for poor reasoning. So, for example, if you make
the claim that Christianity is the only true religion, and
someone responds that you only believe that because you grew
up in a Christian nation, you could cry “Foul!” You’re making
a universal claim; where you’re from is irrelevant. If it’s
true, it’s true in India and China and the US and everywhere
else, too. This is a kind of fallacy of false cause. No one is
a Christian because he lives in a Christian nation. We are
Christians because we have believed Jesus’ claims that are
universal. It also reflects the current mood according to
which religions are human constructs, and Christianity is just
one such religion among many.

Although  fallacious  arguments  can  have  psychological  force
(when we don’t spot them and they seem correct), they have no
logical force. Their conclusions should not be believed.



Are We Really So Evil?
Harris’s favorite target in his attack on religion is its
supposed immorality. He tells us that “Christians have abused,
oppressed, enslaved, insulted, tormented, tortured, and killed
people in the name of God for centuries, on the basis of a
theologically defensible reading of the Bible.”{3}Well, that’s
a surprise! Not that Christians have done bad things, but that
such  acts  are  theologically  defensible!  Such  things  are
sanctioned by God because He, too, does such things. Harris
accuses  Christians  of  picking  and  choosing  sections  of
Scripture that present a more loving God while ignoring the
truly telling ones which reveal a God who condones slavery and
the beating and killing of rebellious children.

But Harris is guilty of this picking and choosing himself. He
commits the fallacy which is called the neglect of relevant
evidence. To be fair, he does note that “it is undeniable that
many people of faith make heroic sacrifices to relieve the
suffering of other human beings.”{4} But he doesn’t bother
listing them. He gives no space to the great work done by
Christians in the fields of medicine, literacy, agriculture,
famine relief, etc. He ignores the good work of organizations
like Mercy Ships which takes life-changing medical help to
people in third world nations in the name of Christ.

Well, he doesn’t completely ignore missionary efforts. One of
his  favorite  rants  is  against  the  evils  perpetrated  by
missionaries. They waste time preaching about such things as
the virgin birth when there is important work to be done. The
most memorable accusation is when he charges missionaries who
preach against the use of condoms with “genocidal” piety!{5}
“Genocidal!” Maybe a little exaggeration there? (And, by the
way, while it’s true that Christian medical missionaries do
present the gospel to people—which they should, since one’s
eternal life is more important than one’s temporal life—I’ve
never heard of any who withhold medical help from people in



need until they first preach a sermon on the virgin birth.)

In another place Harris commits the fallacy called causal
oversimplification. As he sees it, religion is the cause of
conflicts in Palestine, the Balkans, Sudan, Nigeria, and other
countries.  Religion  is  so  unnatural  and  wrong-headed  to
atheists, that it becomes an easy target for casting blame.

I’m going to give a bit more space to this charge since it’s a
very popular one these days.

In 2004, the BBC published what it called a “War Audit” which
was conducted to determine how significant religion has been
in war, at least in the last century.{6} In the article “God
and War: An Audit and an Exploration,” authors Greg Austin,
Todd Kranock and Thom Oommen report that

at a philosophical level, the main religious traditions have
little truck with war or violence. All advocate peace as the
norm and see genuine spirituality as involving a disavowal
of  violence.  It  is  mainly  when  organised  religious
institutions become involved with state institutions or when
a political opposition is trying to take power that people
begin advocating religious justifications for war.

They continue:

After reviewing historical analyses by a diverse array of
specialists, we concluded that there have been few genuinely
religious wars in the last 100 years. The Israel/Arab wars
from 1948 to now, often painted in the media and other
places as wars over religion, or wars arising from religious
differences,  have  in  fact  been  wars  of  nationalism,
liberation  of  territory  or  self-defense.

Regarding Islamic terrorism, the authors write:

The Islamist fundamentalist terror war is largely about
political order in the Arab countries, and the presence of



US  forces  in  Saudi  Arabia.  It  is  not  about  religious
conversion or a clash of religions. Nevertheless, bin Laden
claims a religious duty in executing the war. . . .

It is mainly when organised religious institutions become
involved  with  state  institutions  that  people  begin
advocating  religious  justifications  for  war.

We need to go back to the wars of Arab expansion, the
Crusades and the Reformation Wars for genuine wars over
religion.

The  authors—or  as  they  call  themselves,  compilers—of  this
article include tables which give death tolls in different
categories of wars. The writers say that the tables

show  that  the  overwhelming  majority  of  wars  and  the
overwhelming majority of the victims of such wars cannot be
classified  primarily  according  to  religious  causes  or
religious beliefs. There have been horrific examples though
where particular communities have been targeted because of
their religious faith [italics mine], and these atrocities
have been perpetrated by the three most 17 vicious and
blood-thirsty regimes ever to hold power: Stalin’s Russia,
Mao’s China and Hitler’s Germany.

It’s interesting that Harris tries so hard to make religion a
source of violence when, as this report indicates, it is often
the religious who are targeted by violence.{7}

A Few More
Sam Harris’s book is titled Letter to a Christian Nation, not
simply  because  he’s  against  Christianity.  He  wants  all
religion to come to an end. It just happens that Christianity
is the most prominent religion in America. Because he lumps
all religions together, he can smear Christianity with the
evils of Islam by implication.



This  is  a  fallacy.  It’s  called  the  fallacy  of  over-
generalization (or converse accident). If evil is done in the
name of Islam, and Islam is a religion, then every religion is
prone to evil. Thus, what counts against Islam counts against
Christianity, too. (If one is reluctant to group Christianity
with other religions, then one might see here the fallacy of
faulty comparison, or what is more commonly called “comparing
apples to oranges.”)

Another  argument  Harris  presents  employs  a  fallacy  we’ve
already discussed, the fallacy of causal oversimplification.
Harris commits this fallacy when he tells us that “the anti-
Semitism  that  built  the  Nazi  death  camps  was  a  direct
inheritance  from  medieval  Christianity.”{8}

The reality of Christian anti-Semitism through the ages cannot
be denied. However, Harris’s evaluation is simplistic. It is
very easy to narrowly focus on the very real anti-Semitism of
Christians  and  ignore  other  very  significant  factors.  For
example, Harris fails to tell us that the Jews were persecuted
quite apart from Christianity and even before Christianity
came into existence. For example, serious tensions between the
Jews and the Greeks of Alexandria in the first century B.C.
spilled over into the next century. Things got so bad that
Jews were forced to live in one section of the city. Their
houses were broken into and looted. Synagogues were burned,
and women were dragged to the theater and forced to eat pork.
Historian  H.  I.  Bell  reports  that  “men,  women,  and  even
children [were] beaten to death, dragged living through the
streets,  or  flung  on  to  improvised  bonfires.”{9}  He  also
ignores  the  shift  from  religious  persecution  to  racial
persecution which occurred in the nineteenth century, notably
in Russia.

Of course, this doesn’t prove that Hitler didn’t get his anti-
Semitism from Christians; but it does mean that one should not
immediately assume that Christian prejudice is at the root of
anti-Semitism.  There  have  been  other  causes  as  well.  A



significant factor in Hitler’s hatred of the Jews was the
strong  influence  of  Darwinism  that  led  him  to  think  that
people who were racially or eugenically inferior needed to be
eliminated from the evolving human race.{10}

Although some people already believed in the inferiority of
some  races,  and  although  Darwinism  wasn’t  Hitler’s  sole
inspiration, Historian Richard Weikart writes, “Darwinism was
a central, guiding principle of Nazi ideology, especially of
Hitler’s own world view.” Weikart quotes Richard Evans, a
historian at Cambridge University: “The real core of Nazi
beliefs lay in the faith Hitler proclaimed in his speech of
September 1938 in science—a Nazi view of science—as the basis
for action. Science demanded the furtherance of the interests
not of God but of the human race, and above all the German
race and its future in a world ruled by ineluctable laws of
Darwinian competition between races and between individuals.”
Weikart continues: “This is not a controversial claim by anti-
evolutionists, but it is commonly recognized by scholars who
study Nazism.”{11}

A Fundamental Commitment to Atheism
One of the questionable assumptions in Letter to a Christian
Nation is Sam Harris’s assertion that “there is no question
that human beings evolved from nonhuman ancestors.”{12} Of
course, there is indeed a question about this, a question
raised by highly educated scientists easily as qualified as
Mr. Harris.

It’s  no  wonder,  really,  that  Harris  makes  such  bold
statements. He is prevented from allowing the possibility of
divine creation by his basic worldview commitments. He admits
that  he  doesn’t  know  why  the  universe  exists,  but  he’s
confident  there’s  no  God  behind  it.  That  sounds  like  a
philosophical presupposition. What evidence or reasons does he
give for it? Harris might like to pretend that his beliefs are



based solely on the “trinity” of science, reason, and nature,
but his naturalism cannot be established by these. Rather, it
informs his use of them.

One of the (potentially!) maddening things about the arguments
of atheists these days is their frequent silence with respect
to any justification of their own basic worldview commitments.
Harris goes so far as to claim that atheism isn’t really a
belief; that there shouldn’t even be the word “atheism.”{13}
Although “atheism” has long been understood to mean the belief
that there is no God, many atheists today deny that. It isn’t
the belief that there is no God; it’s simply an absence of
belief in God.{14} It’s a kind of “default” position, a “zero”
belief,  where  everyone  should  be  until  given  sufficient
reasons to believe in God. Thus, the atheist has nothing to
defend or prove.

But really, folks. Who’s going to believe that atheists are
belief-less about God, that they don’t actually believe that
there is no God? It’s astonishing the effort they put forth in
arguing against religious belief if indeed they have no belief
at all.

However, we can go back and forth with atheists about whether
they truly deny the existence of God, or we can let that stand
and simply ask what they do believe about ultimate reality,
for surely they believe something. It’s simply false to assume
that atheism is some kind of zero belief, that it involves no
metaphysical commitments. If one denies God, one must have
some  other  view  about  ultimate  reality.  Naturalism  is  a
metaphysical position, and it has serious problems of its
own.{15} If Christians are responsible to give good reasons
for their belief in Christian theism, naturalistic atheists
must give reasons for their naturalism.

Sam Harris speaks as a voice on high, shouting down to us
poor, ignorant people who are stuck in our absurd religious
beliefs.  It’s  hard  to  imagine  anyone  with  thoughtful



convictions changing his or her beliefs based on this book.
He’s preaching to the choir. Now that you have a few tips on
what to look for, you might want to take a look at the book,
and hear the rest of the “sermon.”
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Challenging the New Atheists
The new wave of bitterly anti-God, anti-Christian atheists
offer arguments against God. Patrick Zukeran provides several
good answers.

The New Atheist Agenda
Nearly thirty years ago John Lennon sang the song,
“Imagine.” The words went like this:

“Imagine there’s no heaven
It’s easy if you try
No hell below us
Above us only sky
Imagine all the people
Living for today
Imagine there’s no countries
It isn’t hard to do
Nothing to kill or die for
And no religion too

Imagine all the people
Living life in peace
Imagine there’s no heaven. . .
You may say that I’m a dreamer
But I’m not the only one
I hope someday you’ll join us
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And the world will be as one

In other words, the source of much evil in the world is
religion: belief in God, life after death, and a universal
moral code. Would the world be a better place if faith in God
was eliminated? Many atheists now think so. Richard Dawkins
states, “Imagine with John Lennon, a world with no religion.
Imagine, no suicide bombers, no 9/11, no 7/7, no Crusades, no
witch-hunts,  no  Gunpowder  Plot,  no  Indian  partition,  no
Israeli/Palestinian wars, no Serb/Croat/Muslim massacres, no
persecution of Jews as ‘Christ killers’, no Northern Ireland
‘troubles’,  no  honour  killings’,  no  shiny-suited  bouffant-
haired televangelists fleecing gullible people of their money
(‘God wants you to give till it hurts’). Imagine no Taliban to
blow up ancient statues, no public beheadings of blasphemers,
no flogging of female skin for the crime of showing one inch
of it.”{1} The goal of the new atheists is to rid the world of
belief in God or religion and replace it with reason and
science. The new atheists believe that religions that embrace
a  belief  in  God,  particularly  Christianity,  are  not  just
irrational but dangerous and therefore must be extinguished.

The new atheists are not presenting new arguments but instead
they are promoting their ideas very aggressively with strong,
confrontational, and condemning language. They have gained a
following amongst the young academic crowd, and they have been
quite influential in public education. Some of the notable
names who have written popular work include Richard Dawkins,
Sam Harris, Dan Barker, and Christopher Hitchens.

In this work we will cover four popular arguments presented by
the  new  atheists.  The  first  is  that  belief  in  God  is
irrational.  The  second  argument  is  that  Christianity  in
particular is dangerous. Third, science has clearly proven God
does not exist. Fourth, religion is the result of a natural
man-made evolutionary process motivated by man’s need for a
divine father figure and the need to find meaning in the
universe.



In  this  series,  we  will  examine  these  arguments  and  see
whether belief in God is irrational or if there are good
reasons for belief in a creator.

Belief in God is Irrational
The new atheists allege that faith in God is the result of
irrational  thinking  and  that  a  rational  person  would  not
believe in God. Sam Harris writes, “We have names for people
who  have  many  beliefs  for  which  there  is  no  rational
justification. When their beliefs are extremely common we call
them  ‘religious’;  otherwise  they  are  likely  to  be  called
‘mad,’ psychotic,’ or ‘delusional.’”{2}

Richard  Dawkins,  in  his  book  The  God  Delusion,  says  that
belief in God is the result of delusional thinking. He asserts
that belief in God is a delusion built on empty assertions and
not evidence. He states, “Faith is blind trust, in the absence
of evidence, even in the teeth of evidence.”{3} His conclusion
is that there is no evidence to support the existence of God;
in fact, all the evidence goes against God.

The assertion that belief in God is irrational is not a new
argument but a very old one. It is true that many who believe
in God are not able to present reasons why they believe.
However, Christianity is not founded on “blind faith” but
faith built upon evidence, and there are good reasons that
make belief in God a reasonable conclusion. One significant
individual who has come to believe in the existence of God is
Antony  Flew.  Flew  was  this  generation’s  greatest  atheist
philosopher. However, Flew, through philosophical reasoning,
came to believe in God.

Flew states that he wrestled with three key, major scientific
questions. First, how did the laws of nature come to be?
Second, how did life come from non-life? Third, how did the
universe  come  into  existence?{4}  The  naturalists’  answers,



which  are  heavily  dependent  on  Darwin’s  theory,  were
unsatisfactory. Flew discovered that the classical theistic
arguments provided the best answers in light of the evidence.
The cosmological argument, or argument from first cause, and
the teleological argument, or argument from design, provided a
much more reasonable answer.{5}

For centuries, Christian apologists have presented these and
several other reasoned arguments for the existence of God and
many have come to a belief in God as Flew did. Antony Flew’s
conversion from atheism to theism deals a devastating blow to
the arguments of the new atheists. Not only was he a titan
among atheist philosophers, but he is another example that
demonstrates  belief  in  God  is  not  irrational.  Reasoning
individuals who are willing to study the evidence and follow
it wherever it leads may find a strong case for a creator.

Is Science at War with God?
The new atheists allege that science and faith are at war.
Therefore  real  scientists  must  be  atheists,  for  science
clearly proves God does not exist.

How do these atheists explain the display of design in the
universe? Leading atheist spokesman Richard Dawkins believes
Darwin’s theory answers the design argument. However, recent
discoveries  reveal  the  shortcomings  of  Darwin’s  theory.
Darwin’s theory fails to explain the cause of the universe. It
also fails to present evidence that that life came from non-
life. There is also the lack of transitional forms in the
fossil  record,  and  there  is  no  mechanism  for  macro-
evolutionary  change.  Mutations  and  natural  selection  have
failed  to  conclusively  show  they  can  produce  macro-
evolutionary change. In short, the new atheists have a lot of
faith that Darwin’s theory will answer these challenges.

Science and the Christian faith are not enemies. In fact, the
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more scientists study nature and the universe, they continue
to  discover  complexity  and  design  which  make  it  highly
improbable  such  complex  systems  could  have  come  about  by
chance  or  natural  forces.  For  this  reason,  the  number  of
scientists  who  are  acknowledging  an  intelligent  creator
continues to grow. This is a fact the new atheists neglect to
acknowledge.

Francis Collins, the leader of the Human Genome project and
author  of  The  Language  of  God,  tells  how  the  order  and
precision in the DNA code led him from atheism to belief in
God.  Collins  writes,  “Many  will  be  puzzled  by  these
sentiments, assuming that a rigorous scientist could not also
be  a  believer  in  a  transcendent  God.  This  book  aims  at
dispelling that notion, by arguing that belief in God can be
an entirely rational choice, and that the principles of faith
are in fact complimentary with the principles of science.”{6}

Physicist  Stephen  Hawking  states  that  his  study  of  the
universe reveals that “The overwhelming impression is one of
order. The more we discover about the universe, the more we
find that it is governed by rational laws. . . . You still
have to ask the question why does the universe bother to
exist? If you like, you can define God to be the answer to the
question.”{7}

Francis Collins and Stephen Hawking are just two examples of
numerous  award-winning  scientists  who  acknowledge  the
scientific evidence points to a creator. The more we learn in
the various fields of science such as biology, microbiology,
astronomy, physics, etc., the evidence continues to point to
design. The complexity of life and the order displayed in the
universe make it more reasonable to conclude a God created it,
and the greater leap of faith would be to conclude it all
occurred by chance and natural forces.



Belief in God Is Dangerous
The new atheist movement asserts that religion is dangerous,
for it is the source of much of the conflict in the world
today. Many assert that religions, especially Christianity,
teach intolerance and discrimination. To build their case,
however,  the  new  atheists  unfortunately  attack
misrepresentations of religions, especially Christianity.

For example, in The God Delusion, Richard Dawkins states, “The
God  of  the  Old  Testament  is  arguably  the  most  unpleasant
character in all fiction: jealous and proud of it; a petty,
unjust, unforgiving control-freak; a vindictive, bloodthirsty
ethnic  cleanser,  a  misogynistic,  homophobic,  racist,
infanticidal,  genocidal,  filicidal,  pestilential,
megalomaniacal,  sadomasochistic,  capriciously  malevolent
bully.”{8}  What  Dawkins  displays  is  his  superficial
understanding of the Bible. Certainly no Christian believes in
a God as described by Dawkins.

Another error is the misuse of labels. New atheists apply the
term “fundamentalist” to Evangelical Christians as well as
fundamentalist  Muslims,  creating  the  illusion  the  two  are
equivalent in their teachings. When Dawkins points to the
example of the Islamic riots against the Danish cartoons, he
equates this incident not with Islam but with religion, all
religions.{9} However a careful study reveals that there is a
huge  difference  between  Jesus’  teachings  and  Muhammad’s
teachings. This huge difference is also revealed in the lives
they lived.{10} A careful reading of the New Testament quickly
reveals that violence goes against the nature of Christ’s
teachings who taught His disciples to love their enemies and
pray for those who persecute them (Mt. 5:38-48). Application
of the true teachings of Christ would lead to a peaceful
society.

New atheists allege that religions promote division by the
creation  of  in-groups  and  out-groups.  Indeed,  there  are



religions that discriminate, including some Christian groups,
but in Christianity that is a perversion of the teachings of
Christ. Jesus’ sacrifice and gift of salvation is offered to
all (Jn. 3:16). Throughout His life Jesus reached out to those
despised by the culture, and His disciples die—many in foreign
fields—preaching salvation to all. Even in the Old Testament,
the mission of Israel was to be a blessing to all the world
(Gen. 12). Application of true biblical teachings would lead
to non-discrimination.

A significant point that the new atheists do not mention is
the  destructive  consequences  of  atheist  philosophies.
Nietzsche predicted that the death of God would lead to a
moral  relativism  which  would  result  in  blood  in  the
streets.{11} Communism has lead to the death of millions in
the twentieth century. Millions were put to death under the
regimes of Marx, Pol Pot, and Mao Tse Tung. Some religions are
responsible  for  conflict,  including  Christians  who  have
misused biblical teachings. However, atheism has shown to be
dangerous as well.

Religion Is the Result of an Evolutionary
Process
New atheists assert that religion was created out of a need
for a father figure, or for comfort in a cruel world, or out
of fear of the unknown. They rely on the work of James Frazer
and  his  book  the  Golden  Bough,  written  in  the  nineteenth
century.  Frazer  taught  that  religion  developed  through  a
natural evolutionary process which began first with animism, a
belief in spirits in nature. The worship of nature spirits
eventually lead to polytheism. Eventually, amongst all the
gods, one was viewed as the most dominant. Eventually this
dominant god alone was worshipped and monotheism developed.
This was known as the evolutionary theory of religion. New
atheists believe eventually man’s need for God will end and



atheism will be the end of this evolutionary development.
Unfortunately, the new atheists once again are not presenting
a new theory but reiterating an old theory which has been
shown to be flawed.

One of the flaws of this theory is that it was influenced by
Darwin’s  theory  of  evolution  and  lacked  serious  empirical
evidence and study.{12} One of the most significant and well-
researched works was produced by anthropologist Dr. Wilhelm
Schmidt in his four-thousand-page treatise, The Origin and
Growth  of  Religion.  His  research  of  hundreds  of  cultures
revealed  that  monotheism  is  the  oldest  of  religions.  The
development of religion was discovered to have gone in the
opposite direction of the evolutionary theory. All cultures
began  with  a  belief  in  a  heavenly  father,  and  this
monotheistic faith eventually degenerates to polytheism and
then animism. This theory is called “original monotheism.”{13}
The evidence displayed by Schmidt, and later by anthropologist
Don Richardson, is consistent with the progression of religion
as revealed in Romans 1. Serious research and evidence appears
to favor the biblical model.

The new atheists present few new arguments. What are new are
not the arguments but the method and strategy of this group.
How should we meet the challenge of the new atheists? 1 Peter
3:15 challenges us to “always be prepared to give an answer to
everyone who asks you to give a reason for the hope you have.
But do this with gentleness and respect.” We are called to
love those who question or even attack the Christian faith.
Christians  must  answer  their  challenges  with  humility  and
grace. As we present a well-reasoned case and the evidence,
the  Holy  Spirit  will  use  our  apologetic  defense  and  our
unshaken but loving attitude to speak to their mind and heart.

Psalm 14:21 states, “The fool says in his heart there is no
God.” Might it be the new atheists who are irrational?
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Answering the New Atheists –
A  Christian  Addresses  Their
Arguments
Kerby Anderson counters the claim by popular new atheists that
Christianity (along with other religions) is blind, irrational
and without any evidence. Kerby demonstrates that contrary to
the atheists’ claims God is not an invention of mankind, that
faith is not dangerous, and that science and Christianity
support one another. From a Christian point of view, the new
atheists are bringing out tired old arguments that don’t stand
up to rational scrutiny.

Is Faith Irrational?
Many of the best selling books over the last few years have
been written by the New Atheists. I’d like to consider some of
the criticisms brought by these individuals and provide brief
answers. You may never meet one of these authors, but you are
quite likely to encounter these arguments as you talk with
people who are skeptical about Christianity.

For our discussion, we will be using the general outline of
the  book  Is  God  Just  a  Human  Invention?  written  by  Sean
McDowell and Jonathan Morrow.{1} I would encourage you to read
the  book  for  a  fuller  discussion  not  only  of  the  topics
considered here but of many others as well.

You  cannot  read  a  book  by  the  New  Atheists  without
encountering their claim that religion is blind, irrational,
and without any evidence. Richard Dawkins makes his feelings
known by the title of one of his books: The God Delusion.
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Why does he say that? He says religions are not evidentially
based:  “In  all  areas  except  religion,  we  believe  what  we
believe as a result of evidence.”{2} In other words, religious
faith is a blind faith not based upon evidence like other
academic  disciplines.  So  he  concludes  that  religion  is  a
“nonsensical enterprise” that “poisons everything.”{3}

Each of the New Atheists makes a similar statement. Dawkins
states that faith is a delusion, a “persistent false belief
held in the face of strong contradictory evidence.”{4} Daniel
Dennett claims Christians are addicted to blind faith.{5} And
Sam Harris argues that “Faith is generally nothing more than
the permission religious people give one another to believe
things without evidence.”{6}

Is  this  true?  Do  religious  people  have  a  blind  faith?
Certainly some religious people exercise blind faith. But is
this true of all religions, including Christianity? Of course
not. The enormous number of Christian books on topics ranging
from apologetics to theology demonstrate that the Christian
faith is based upon evidence.

But we might turn the question around on the New Atheists. You
say that religious faith is not based upon evidence. What is
your evidence for that broad, sweeping statement? Where is the
evidence for your belief that faith is blind?

Orthodox Christianity has always emphasized that faith and
reason go together. Biblical faith is based upon historical
evidence. It is not belief in spite of the evidence, but it is
belief because of the evidence.

The  Bible,  for  example,  says  that  Jesus  appeared  to  the
disciples and provided “many convincing proofs, appearing to
them over a period of forty days and speaking of the things
concerning the kingdom of God” (Acts 1:3).

Peter  appealed  to  evidence  and  to  eyewitnesses  when  he
preached about Jesus as “a man attested to you by God with



mighty works and wonders and signs that God did through him in
your midst, as you yourselves know” (Acts 2:22).

The Christian faith is not a blind faith. It is a faith based
upon evidence. In fact, some authors contend that it takes
more faith to be an atheist than to believe in God.{7}

Is God a Human Invention?
Human beings are religious. We are not only talking about
people in the past who believe in God. Billions of people
today  believe  in  God.  Why?  The  New  Atheists  have  a  few
explanations for why people believe in God even though they
say God does not exist.

One explanation that goes all the way back to Sigmund Freud is
projection. He wrote that religious beliefs are “illusions,
fulfillments of the oldest, strongest, and most urgent wishes
of mankind.”{8} In other words, we project the existence of
God based on a human need. It is wish fulfillment. We wish
there would be a God, so we assume that he exists.

As Sean McDowell and Jonathan Morrow point out in their book,
there are five good reasons to reject this idea. One objection
is that Freud’s argument begs the question. In other words, it
assumes that there is no God and then merely tries to find an
explanation for why someone would believe in God anyway.

The projection theory can also cut both ways. If you argue
that humans created God out of a need for security, then you
could also just as easily argue that atheists believe there is
no God because they want to be free and unencumbered by a
Creator who might make moral demands on them.

Perhaps the reasons humans have a desire for the divine is
because  that  is  the  only  thing  that  will  satisfy  their
spiritual hunger. C.S. Lewis argued that “Creatures are not
born  with  desires  unless  satisfaction  for  those  desires



exists. A baby feels hunger: well, there is such a thing as
food. A duckling wants to swim: well, there is such a thing as
water. Men feel sexual desires: well, there is such a thing as
sex. If I find in myself a desire, which no experience in this
world can satisfy, the most probable explanation is that I was
made for another world. Probably earthly pleasures were never
made to satisfy it, but only arouse it, to suggest the real
thing.”{9}

Some atheists suggest that perhaps we are genetically wired to
believe in God. One example would be the book by Dean Hamer
entitled The God Gene: How Faith is Hardwired into Our Genes.
It is worth noting that even the author thought the title was
overstated and at least admitted that there “probably is no
single  gene.”{10}  Since  the  publication  of  the  book,  its
conclusions have been shown to be exaggerated. Francis Collins
served as the director of the Human Genome Project and has
plainly stated that there is no gene for spirituality.

Richard  Dawkins  believes  that  religious  ideas  might  have
survived  natural  selection  as  “units  of  cultural
inheritance.”{11} He calls these genetic replicators memes.
Although  he  has  coined  the  term,  he  is  also  quick  to
acknowledge that we don’t know what memes are or where they
might reside.

One critic said that “Memetics is no more than a cumbersome
terminology for saying what everybody knows and that can be
more usefully said in the dull terminology of information
transfer.”{12} Alister McGrath perceives a flaw: “Since the
meme is not warranted scientifically, we are to conclude that
there is a meme for belief in memes? The meme concept then
dies the slow death of self-referentiality, in that, if taken
seriously,  the  idea  explains  itself  as  much  as  anything
else.”{13}

There is another explanation that we can find in the Bible.
Why  do  most  people  believe  in  a  God?  The  writer  of



Ecclesiastes  (3:11)  observes  that  it  is  God  who  has  “set
eternity in the hearts of men.”

Is Religion Dangerous?
The New Atheists contend that religion is not just false; it’s
also dangerous. Sam Harris believes it should be treated like
slavery  and  eradicated.{14}  Christopher  Hitchens  wants  to
rally his fellow atheists against religion: “It has become
necessary to know the enemy, and to prepare to fight it.”{15}
Richard Dawkins is even more specific: “I am attacking God,
all gods, anything and everything supernatural, wherever and
whenever they have been invented.”{16}

Much  of  the  criticism  against  religion  revolves  around
violence. We do live in a violent world, and religion has
often been the reason (or at least the justification) for
violent acts. But the New Atheists are kidding themselves if
they think that a world without religion would usher in a
utopia  where  there  is  no  longer  violence,  oppression,  or
injustice.

Sean McDowell and Jonathan Morrow point out in their book on
the New Atheists that details matter when you are examining
religion. Injustices by the Taliban in Afghanistan ought not
to be used as part of the cumulative cases against religion in
general or Christianity in particular. The fact that there are
Muslim terrorists in the world today does not mean that all
Muslims are dangerous. And it certainly doesn’t mean that
Christianity is dangerous.

Alister  McGrath  reminds  us  that  “all  ideals—divine,
transcendent, human or invented—are capable of being abused.
That’s just the way human nature is. And that happens to
religion as well. Belief in God can be abused, and we need to
be very clear, in the first place, that abuse happens, and in
the second, that we need to confront and oppose this. But



abuse of an ideal does not negate its validity.”{17}

Religion is not the problem. People are the problem because
they are sinful and live in a fallen world. Keith Ward puts
this in perspective:

No one would deny that there have been religious wars in
human  history.  Catholics  have  fought  Protestants,  Sunni
Muslims have fought Shi’a Muslims, and Hindus have fought
Muslims. However, no one who has studied history could deny
that most wars in human history have not been religious. And
in the case of those that have been religious, the religious
component  has  usually  been  associated  with  some  non-
religious, social, ethnic, or political component that has
exerted a powerful influence on the conflicts.{18}

The New Atheists, however, still want to contend that religion
is dangerous while refusing to accept that atheism has been a
major reason for death and destruction. If you were to merely
look  at  body  count,  the  three  atheistic  regimes  of  the
twentieth century (Hitler in Nazi Germany, Stalin in Russia,
and Mao in China) are responsible for more than 100 million
deaths.

Dinesh D’Souza explains that “Religion-inspired killing simply
cannot  compete  with  the  murders  perpetrated  by  atheist
regimes.” Even when you take into account the differences in
the world’s population, he concludes that “death caused by
Christian rulers over a five-hundred-year period amounts to
only 1 percent of the deaths caused by Stalin, Hitler, and Mao
in the space of a few decades.”{19}

Religion  is  not  the  problem;  people  are  the  problem.  And
removing religion and God from a society doesn’t make it less
dangerous. The greatest death toll in history took place in
the last century in atheistic societies.



Is the Universe Just Right for Life?
The New Atheists argue that even though the universe looks
like  it  was  designed,  the  laws  of  science  can  explain
everything in the universe without God. Richard Dawkins, for
example, says that “A universe with a creative superintendent
would  be  a  very  different  kind  of  universe  from  one
without.”{20}

Scientists have been struck by how the laws that govern the
universe  are  delicately  balanced.  One  scientist  used  the
analogy of a room full of dials (each representing a different
physical constant). All of the dials are set perfectly. Move
any dial to the left or to the right and you no longer have
the universe. Some scientists have even called the universe a
“Goldilocks universe” because all of the physical constants
are “just right.”

British  astronomer  Fred  Hoyle  remarked,  “A  commonsense
interpretation of the facts suggests that a super intellect
has monkeyed with physics, as well as chemistry and biology,
and that there are no blind forces worth speaking about in
nature.”{21}

McDowell and Morrow provide a number of examples of the fine
tuning of the universe. First is the expansion rate of the
universe. “If the balance between gravity and the expansion
rate  were  altered  by  one  part  in  one  million,  billion,
billion, billion, billion, billion, billion, there would be no
galaxies, stars, planets, or life.”{22} Second is the fine
tuning  of  ratio  of  the  electromagnetic  force  to  the
gravitational force. That must be balanced to one part in 10

to the 40th power. That is 1 with 40 zeroes following it.

Scientists also realize that planet Earth has extremely rare
conditions that allow it to support life at a time when most
of the universe is uninhabitable. Consider just these six
conditions: (1) Life must be in the right type of galaxy, (2)



life must be in the right location in the galaxy, (3) life
must have the right type of star, (4) life must have the right
relationship to the host star, (5) life needs surrounding
planets for protection, and (6) life requires the right type
of moon.{23}

Scientists (including the New Atheists) are aware of the many
fine tuned aspects of the universe. They respond by pointing
out that since we could only exist in a fine-tuned universe,
we shouldn’t be surprised that it is fine tuned. But merely
claiming that we could not observe ourselves except in such a
universe doesn’t really answer the question why we are in one
in the first place.

Richard Dawkins admits that there is presently no naturalistic
explanation  for  the  find-tuning  of  the  universe.<a
href=”#text24>{24} But he is quick to add that doesn’t argue
for the existence of God. And that is certainly true. We know
about  God  and  His  character  from  revelation,  not  from
scientific observation and experimentation. But we do see the
evidence that the design of the universe implies a Designer.

Are Science and Christianity in Conflict?
The New Atheists believe that science and Christianity are in
conflict  with  one  another.  They  trust  science  and  the
scientific method, and therefore reject religion in general
and Christianity in particular.

Sam Harris says, “The conflict between religion and science is
unavoidable. The success of science often comes at the expense
of religious dogma; the maintenance of religious dogma always
comes at the expense of science.”{25}

Richard  Dawkins  believes  religion  is  anti-intellectual.  He
says: “I am hostile to fundamentalist religion because it
actively  debauches  the  scientific  enterprise  .  .  .  .  It
subverts science and saps the intellect.”{26}



Are  science  and  Christianity  at  odds  with  one  another?
Certainly there have been times in the past when that has been
the case. But to only focus on those conflicts is to miss the
larger point that modern science grew out of a Christian world
view. In a previous radio program based upon the book Origin
Science by Dr. Norman Geisler and me, I explain Christianity’s
contribution to the rise of modern science.{27}

Sean McDowell and Jonathan Morrow also point out in their book
that most scientific pioneers were theists. This includes such
notable as Nicolas Copernicus, Robert Boyle, Isaac Newton,
Blaise Pascal, Johannes Kepler, Louis Pasteur, Francis Bacon,
and Max Planck. Many of these men actually pursued science
because of their belief in the Christian God.

Alister McGrath challenges this idea that science and religion
are in conflict with one another. He says, “Once upon a time,
back in the second half of the nineteenth century, it was
certainly possible to believe that science and religion were
permanently at war. . . . This is now seen as a hopelessly
outmoded historical stereotype that scholarship has totally
discredited.”{28}

The New Atheists believe they have an answer to this argument.
Christopher Hitchens discounts the religious convictions of
their scientific pioneers. He argues that belief in God was
the  only  option  for  a  scientist  at  the  time.{29}  But  if
religious  believers  get  no  credit  for  the  positive
contributions  to  science  (e.g.,  developing  modern  science)
because  “everyone  was  religious,”  then  why  should  their
negative  actions  (e.g.,  atrocities  done  in  the  name  of
religion)  discredit  them?  It  is  a  double  standard.  The
argument actually ignores how a biblical worldview shaped the
scientific enterprise.{30}

The arguments of the New Atheists may sound convincing, but
once you strip away the hyperbole and false charges, there
isn’t much left.

https://www.probe.org/origin-science/


If you would like to know how to answer the arguments of the
New  Atheists,  I  suggest  you  visit  the  Probe  Web  page  at
www.probe.org and also consider getting a copy of the book by
Sean McDowell and Jonathan Morrow. You will be able to answer
the objections of atheists and be better equipped to defend
your faith.
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The  New  Atheists  –  Kerby
Anderson Blog
Kerby Anderson writes that unlike the old-style atheists who
were content to merely argue that Christianity is not true,
the new atheists now argue that Christianity is dangerous.

January 18, 2007

For  centuries  there  has  been  conflict  and  debate  between
atheists and Christianity. But the rise of what journalists
are calling “The New Atheists” represents a significant change
in  the  nature  of  the  debate.  “The  New  Atheists”  is  part
reality and part journalistic catch phrase. It identifies the
new  players  in  the  ongoing  battle  between  science  and
religion.

Unlike the atheists who came before them who were content to
merely argue that Christianity is not true, these new atheists
now argue that Christianity is dangerous. It is one thing to
argue about the error of Christianity, it is quite another to
argue about the evil of Christianity.

Many  of  these  authors  have  books  in  the  New  York  Times
bestseller list. Letter to a Christian Nation by Sam Harris is
one  of  those  books  in  the  top  ten.  He  goes  beyond  the
traditional argument that suffering in the world proves there
is  no  God.  He  argues  that  belief  in  God  actually  causes
suffering  in  the  world.  He  says,  “That  so  much  of  this
suffering can be directly attributed to religion—to religious
hatreds,  religious  wars,  religious  delusions  and  religious
diversions of scarce resources—is what makes atheism a moral
and intellectual necessity.” He argues that unless we renounce
religious  faith,  religious  violence  will  soon  bring
civilization  to  an  end.

Response to his book has been glowing. One reader found the
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book to be “a wonderful source of ammunition for those who,
like me, hold to no religious doctrine.” Others enjoyed the
pounding he gives Christianity. For them it “was like sitting
ring side, cheering the champion, yelling ‘Yes!’ at every
jab.”

But  Christians  are  not  the  only  target  of  his  criticism.
Harris  also  argues  that  religious  moderates  and  even
theological  liberals  function  as  “enablers”  of  orthodox
Christianity. His book is not only a criticism of Christians,
but it is a call for tolerant people in the middle to get off
the fence and join these new atheists.

Another popular book is The God Delusion by Oxford professor
Richard Dawkins. He says that religious belief is psychotic
and arguments for the existence of God are nonsense. He wants
to make respect for belief in God socially unacceptable.

He calls for atheists to identify themselves as such and join
together to fight against the delusions of religious faith. He
says,  “The  number  of  nonreligious  people  in  the  US  is
something nearer to 30 million than 20 million. That’s more
than all the Jews in the world put together. I think we are in
the same position the gay movement was in a few decades ago.
There was a need for people to come out.”

Like Harris, Dawkins does not merely disagree with religious
faith, but he disagrees with tolerating religious faith. He
argues that religious people should not be allowed to teach
these religious “myths” to their children, which Dawkins calls
the “colonization of the brains of innocent tykes.”

Dawkins hammers home the link between evolution and atheism.
He believes that evolutionary theory must logically lead to
atheism. And he states that he is not going to worry about the
public relations consequences of tying evolution to atheism.

Daniel Dennett is another important figure and author of the
book, Breaking the Spell: Religion as a Natural Phenomenon. He



does not use the harsh and critical rhetoric of the others,
but still is able to argue his case that religion must be
subjected to scientific evaluation. He believes that “neutral,
scientifically informed education about every religion in the
world should be mandatory in school” since “if you have to
hoodwink—or  blindfold—your  children  to  ensure  that  they
confirm their faith when they are adults, your faith ought to
go extinct.”

In addition to the books by “The New Atheists” have been a
number of others that have targeted Christian conservatives.
David Kuo wrote Tempting Faith to tell conservative Christians
that they were taken for a ride by the administration that
derided  them  behind  closed  doors.  Add  to  this  Michael
Goldberg’s Kingdom Coming: The Rise of Christian Nationalism
and Randall Balmer’s Thy Kingdom Come and Kevin Phillips’
American Theocracy. Each put the religious right in their
crosshairs and pulled the trigger.

Many of these books border on paranoia. Consider James Rudin’s
book, The Baptizing of America. His opening paragraph says, “A
specter  is  haunting  America,  and  it  is  not  socialism  and
certainly  not  communism.  It  is  the  specter  of  Americans
kneeling in submission to a particular interpretation of a
religion that has become an ideology, an all-encompassing way
of life. It is the specter of our nation ruled by the extreme
Christian right, who would make the United States a ‘Christian
nation’ where their version of God’s law supersedes all human
law—including  the  Constitution.  That,  more  than  any  other
force in the world today, is the immediate and profound threat
to our republic.”

These  comments  move  from  anti-Christian  bigotry  to  anti-
Christian  paranoia.  Please,  tell  me  who  these  dangerous
Christian  conservatives  are  so  we  can  correct  them.  I
interview many of the leaders and do not even hear a hint of
this. If anything, these leaders want the judges to follow the
Constitution not supercede it with another version (either



secular or Christian).

Rudin goes on to argue that these Christian leaders would
issue everyone a national ID card giving everyone’s religious
beliefs. Again, who are these people he is talking about?
Frankly, I have not found anyone that wants a national ID card
(either secular or Christian).

Nevertheless, Rudin maintains that “such cards would provide
Christocrats  with  preferential  treatment  in  many  areas  of
life, including home ownership, student loans, employment and
education.” And the appointed religious censors would control
all speech and outlaw dissent. Do you know we wanted to do
that?

Clearly  we  are  moving  into  a  time  in  which  atheists  see
religion  as  full  of  error  and  evil.  And  Christian
conservatives  are  especially  being  singled  out  because  of
their belief in the truth of the Bible.

Christians should respond in three ways. First, we must always
be ready to give an answer for the hope that is in us (1 Peter
3:15) and do it with gentleness and reverence. Second, we
should trust in the power of the Gospel: “I am not ashamed of
the Gospel, because it is the power of God for all those who
believe  (Romans  1:16).  Third,  we  should  live  godly  lives
before the world so that we may (by our good behavior) silence
the ignorant talk of foolish men (1 Peter 2:15).
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